
Multi-Resolution, Semantic Objects, andContext for Road ExtractionA. Baumgartner1, C. Steger2, H. Mayer1, W. Eckstein21Lehrstuhl f�ur Photogrammetrie und FernerkundungTechnische Universit�at M�unchenE-mail: falbertjhelmutg@photo.verm.tu-muenchen.de2Forschungsgruppe Bildverstehen (FG BV), Informatik IXTechnische Universit�at M�unchenE-mail: fstegercjecksteing@informatik.tu-muenchen.deAbstractThis paper presents a multi-resolution approach for automatic extraction of roads fromdigital aerial imagery. Roads are modeled as a network of intersections and links betweenthe intersections. For di�erent context regions, i.e., rural, forest, and urban areas, themodel describes relations between background objects, e.g., buildings or trees, and roadobjects, e.g., road-parts, road-segments, road-links, and intersections. The segmentationof the image into context regions is done by texture analysis. The approach to detectroads is based on the extraction of edges in a high resolution image and the extraction oflines in an image of reduced resolution. Using both resolution levels and explicit knowl-edge about roads, hypotheses for roadsides are generated. The roadsides are used toconstruct quadrilaterals representing road-parts and polygons representing intersections.Neighboring road-parts are chained to road-segments. Road-links, i.e., the roads betweentwo intersections, are built by grouping of road-segments and closing of gaps betweenroad-segments. For the road-segments markings give highly reliable evidence. Road-linksare constructed using knowledge about context.Keywords: Road Extraction, Multi-Resolution, Context1 IntroductionIn digital photogrammetry there are operational automatic solutions for geometrictasks, e.g., measurement of �ducials, matching of points for relative orientation andgeneration of digital surface models. Semantic tasks, like data capture and updateof geographic information systems (GIS), still have to be performed manually by a1



human operator. This is very time consuming and expensive. Therefore, automaticsolutions are highly desirable.Research on the automatic extraction of man-made objects, like buildings or roads,from aerial or satellite imagery has been carried out since the seventies. These daysmore and more work focuses on automatic image interpretation for GIS (in thispaper site-models are also regarded as a kind of GIS). Even though, for GIS update,i.e., veri�cation and acquisition, old GIS data can make object extraction easier,the proposed approach is restricted to object extraction (here: roads) without usingprior GIS information (for work in this area see, e.g., (de Gunst 1996, Wiedemannand Mayer 1996)). There are two reasons for this approach: Automatic extractionshows the potential and limits of an extraction scheme much better than GIS-guidedextraction and can deepen the understanding of image interpretation. What is more,the extraction of new roads is needed for the update in any case.A lot of work exists on the extraction of roads. The most common methods are ex-traction or tracking of lines in small scale imagery and pro�le matching or detectionof roadsides in large scale images. The approaches combine di�erent methods andincorporate additional knowledge, e.g., geometrical constraints, in various ways. Amain criterion to distinguish the works is the interaction of a human operator. Insemi-automatic schemes an operator selects an initial point and a direction for a roadtracking algorithm (McKeown and Denlinger 1988, Vosselman and de Knecht 1995).In (Gr�un and Li 1996, Merlet and Zerubia 1996) the operator marks a few pointsof a road segment and an algorithm, e.g. based on dynamic programming, �ndsthe road which connects these points (also in 3D for more than one image). This isadvantageous because the path of the road is more constrained, and a more reliablehandling of obstacles is possible. A similar approach based on so-called \ziplock"snakes is given in (Neuenschwander et al. 1995). These semi-automatic approachescan be extended to fully automatic operation by means of automatic seed pointdetection (Zlotnick and Carnine 1993). A fully automatic approach is presented in(Barzohar and Cooper 1996). Stochastic methods are used to �nd seeds for roadextraction. Roads are found by dynamic programming based on a grey level modeland on assumptions about the geometry of roads. In (Ruskon�e et al. 1994) seedpoints for the extraction of the road network are centers of elongated regions foundby a watershed-based segmentation on a gradient image. Based on the elongatedregions and their directions, road segments are extracted using the homogeneity ofthe road surface. In order to extract the road network geometrical constraints aretaken into account, and hypotheses about connections between road segments arechecked.If relations between roads and other objects, like cars, buildings, or trees, are ne-glected a reliable extraction is often di�cult. Background objects can have a stronginuence on the characteristics of roads, or at least on the appearance of roads inaerial imagery, e.g., high objects causing occlusions or casting shadows. Therefore,(Strat and Fischler 1995) strongly demand the use of contextual information toguide extraction algorithms for complex scenes. In (Ruskon�e et al. 1996) the detec-2



tion and grouping of cars is used for road extraction in urban areas where pro�lematching or detection of roadsides would probably fail. (Bordes et al. 1995) analyzethe inuence of context on the accuracy of roads in a cartographic database.As distinct characteristics of roads can be detected best at di�erent resolution levelsand in di�erent contexts, this paper proposes a multi-resolution extraction schemeintegrating context information. The use of context allows to analyze road hypothe-ses more thoroughly and to deliver less erroneous results. For the generation ofhypotheses for roadsides two resolution levels are used. Edges are extracted in ahigh resolution image and lines in an image of reduced resolution. Using both res-olution levels and explicit geometrical and radiometrical knowledge about roads,hypotheses for roadsides are generated and quadrilaterals representing road-partsare constructed from them. Neighboring road-parts are chained, resulting in longerroad-segments. Road-parts and road-segments are semantic objects with attributesand methods. The ability of road objects to explicitly represent a speci�c area alsofacilitates looking for additional evidence, e.g., road markings, which otherwise isvery hard to �nd. Road-links, i.e., roads between two intersections, and intersectionsare built from road-parts and road-segments. The attributes and methods of roadobjects are not exactly the same all over the image but vary due to di�erent con-texts. To describe the di�erent appearance of roads three types of so-called contextregions are introduced: urban, rural, and forest. For each context region specialrelations between road objects and background objects are considered (so-calledcontext sketches).In Section 2, the road model and relations between roads and background objects aredescribed. Section 3 shows the fusion of di�erent resolution levels for the extractionof roadsides and the construction of road objects, along with their attributes andmethods. The segmentation of the image into di�erent context regions based ontexture analysis, and how the context information is used, is explained in Section 4.Finally, in Section 5 conclusions are given.2 ModelIn order to extract roads it is necessary to have a clear idea about the concept road.Hence, a model should comprise explicit knowledge about road width, parallelismof roadsides (geometry), reectance characteristics (radiometry), network structure(topology), and relations to other objects like buildings or trees (context). Themodel described below is split into two parts. One part describes characteristics ofroads (Sect. 2.1). The other part de�nes relations to background objects, called con-text sketches here, and assigns these relations to di�erent context regions (Sect. 2.2).In this way the complex model of the object road is divided into more speci�c sub-models which are adapted to contextual environment (urban, suburb, rural, forest),sensor, and scale (resolution). The sub-models emphasize certain characteristics ofthe objects and therefore can be regarded as specialized models.3



2.1 Model of Road ObjectsRoads in Real World: In the real world, the characteristics of roads can bedescribed as consequence of their function for human beings (Stark and Bowyer1991). Roads make space accessible and therefore exhibit the form of a networkconnecting all areas inhabited and used by human beings. The denser an areais inhabited and the more intensive it is used, the denser is the road network ofthe area. Corresponding to their importance, network components are classi�edinto a hierarchy of di�erent categories with di�erent attributes. Roads of nationalimportance, i.e., highways, are much wider than roads accessing agricultural or forestareas. Their relation with the terrain surface di�ers according to their functionand category. Agricultural paths and less important feeder roads are more closelyfollowing the natural terrain surface than highways do, the latter ones serving as fastconnections between densely settled areas. Roads of di�erent categories thereforedi�er with respect to minimum curvature radius and maximally allowed slope. Asa consequence of greater curvature radius and more gentle slope it happens moreoften that roads of a greater importance run along embankments, over bridges orin tunnels. On closer inspection, distinct parts of roads can be attributed by thetype of surface material, the existence and type of road markings, or the existenceof sidewalks and cycle-tracks.Roads in Aerial Images: The appearance of roads in digital imagery strongly de-pends on the sensor's spectral sensitivity and its resolution in object space. Usuallyroads show up with speci�c grey-values, especially in color and infra-red images.The remainder of this paper is restricted to grey-scale images and only scale depen-dencies are considered. Images with varying resolution show di�erent characteristicsof roads. In images with low resolution, i.e., more than 2m per pixel, roads mainlyappear as lines establishing a more or less dense network. Opposed to this, in im-ages with a higher resolution, i.e., less than 0.50m, roads are depicted as elongatedhomogeneous areas with more or less parallel borders and almost constant width.Usually the brightness of roads is di�erent from the surroundings and therefore theroadsides can be extracted using edge detectors. In the higher resolution the at-tainable geometric accuracy is better, but background objects like cars, trees, andbuildings disturb the road extraction to a higher degree.In a smoothed image | which corresponds to a reduced resolution | lines repre-senting road axes can be extracted in a stable manner even in the presence of thosebackground objects. Figure 1a) displays a bar shaped bright line (= road) with abright disturbance (= car) on it and its behavior in scale-space for the line extrac-tion model presented in (Steger 1996). In Figure 1b) the position of edge and linepoints at di�erent scales is plotted against their ideal position.For small � the extracted line position will be determined by the bright object, whilefor large � it will correspond to the center axis of the road. Therefore, simply byincreasing � one can eliminate the car from the road. It can also be seen that thetwo edges corresponding to the bright object will vanish along with the at inectionpoints on the undisturbed part of the line. As (Mayer and Steger 1996) have shown,4
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(b) Extracted and ideal line and edge positionFig. 1: Scale-space behavior of a line with a bright disturbance on it.the appropriate scale for line extraction can be computed, if the width of the line(=road) and of the disturbance (=car) as well as the contrast between background,line, and disturbance is given. Seen from a symbolical point of view, in the largerscale the substructure of the road (the car on the road or also objects like markings)has been eliminated. This can be interpreted as the abstraction, i.e. the increase ofthe level of simpli�cation and emphasis of the road. Abstraction is achieved simplyby changing the scale of the object (Mayer and Steger 1996).Road Model: From the last paragraph follows that fusion of low and high res-olution results can contribute to improve the reliability of the road hypotheses.Additionally, details like road markings, which can be recognized at a resolution ofless than 0.20m, can be used as evidence to corroborate the detected road hypothe-ses. On the one hand, using multiple resolution levels improves robustness of roadextraction. On the other hand, it results in the necessity to use di�erent featuresat each resolution level, and to simultaneously combine all features of all resolutionlevels into one road model. The semantic network in Figure 2 illustrates the roadmodel condensed from this.The model is split into three levels, de�ning di�erent points of view. The real worldlevel consists of the objects and their relations on a natural language level. The roadof this level consists of intersection and road-link, which connects intersections. Theroad-link is constructed of short parts, the road-segments. In large scale the road-segment is constructed of road-parts (for the motivation of their use see Sect. 3.2)which in turn comprise the pavement and the markings (solid or dashed). Theobjects in the real world level are connected to the objects in the geometry andmaterial level by means of the concrete relation which connects concepts describingthe same object on di�erent levels, i.e., from di�erent points of view. The geometryand material level is an intermediate level which represents the three-dimensionalshapes of objects as well as their material (T�onjes 1996). This level has the advantagethat it represents objects independently from sensor characteristics and viewpoint,which is in contrast to the image level. 5



Road-segments in small scale are linked to a mostly straight bright line in the imagelevel. In contrast to this, the pavement of the large scale is linked to the elongatedbright area in the image level via the elongated at concrete of asphalt area in thegeometry and material level. The markings are related to bright lines via coloredlines.Whereas the large scale gives detailed information, the small scale adds global in-formation. If the information of both levels is fused, false hypotheses for roads areeliminated by using the abstract small scale information, while integrating detailsfrom the large scale (e.g., the correct width of the roads). With this, the advantagesof both scales are merged.
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Fig. 2: Road model: di�erent resolutions and points of view2.2 ContextThe road model of the last section comprises knowledge about radiometric, geomet-ric, and topological characteristics. But besides features which refer to the roaditself, it is also necessary to consider relations between roads and other objects likebuildings, trees, and cars. This is, because these background objects on the onehand support and on the other hand hinder road extraction.Context Sketches: The notion \context sketch" is introduced to describe typicalrelations between road objects and background objects. The context sketch occlu-sion shadow consists of a hypothetical road-part which connects two road-segmentsand a high object next to the hypothetical road-part. Figure 3a) illustrates an oc-clusion, and Fig. 3b) a shadow cast onto the road by a high object. Another contextsketch describes the relation between road-segments and driveways to agricultural�elds (rural driveway). Figure 4a) explains the situation where a driveway causes agap between two road-segments and only one roadside is found. The context sketch6



vehicle road describes a dark or bright blob on a road-part or on a road-segment. Tobe a vehicle the blob must have a certain size and it should not be centered on theroad (cf. Fig. 4b). The context sketch building driveway road-segment models therelations between a road-segment, a driveway (i.e., a small and short road-part), anda building at the end of the driveway. The driveway is often almost perpendicularto the road-segment and the building is in many cases parallel to the road-segment.The relation between roads and parallel objects, like sidewalks and cycle-tracks, isde�ned by the context sketch parallel object.
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vehicleb)Fig. 4: Context sketches: a) rural driveway b) vehicle roadThese basic context sketches are modules that can be aggregated into more com-plex context sketches depicting, e.g., the interaction between building driveway road-segment and occlusion shadow or the interaction between building driveway road-segment and vehicle road.Context Regions: Not every context sketch always has to be taken into account.This is in contrast to approaches representing the whole scene with one model (Mat-suyama and Hwang 1990). The relevance of features and relations depends also onthe global context. Roads in urban or suburban areas look quite di�erent and haveother relations than roads in rural or forest areas. Therefore, this paper proposesto use di�erent features and relations, i.e., context sketches, not only at multipleresolution levels but also within so-called context regions, for which suburb urban,forest, and open rural areas are distinguished here. Information from a GIS or a(pre-)segmentation of the image into these regions provides global a priori informa-tion about the characteristic features and their relations. For example, buildings7



in downtown areas are | in contrast to buildings in rural areas | very close andhighly parallel to roads; sidewalks and cycle-tracks are more likely to appear in ur-ban areas; in rural areas single trees and single buildings might hinder extraction,whereas in forest regions mainly shadows and occlusions pose problems. This in-formation about existence or proximity of background objects makes it possible tochoose the most appropriate extraction algorithm and to determine the meaning ofdistinct road-parts and road-segments. The assignment of the context sketches tocontext regions is shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5: Context regions and context sketches for roads
3 StrategyThe main principle in the proposed extraction scheme is to guide road extraction bygiven information. Therefore, the most salient objects are extracted �rst. Dependingon the area where roads are to be extracted, di�erent features are easiest to detect.In urban and forest areas radiometric and geometric knowledge alone is not su�cientdue to shadows and occlusions. On the other hand, with a simple model, relying onlyon attributes of the road itself, good results are expected for rural areas. Accordingto these considerations the road extraction starts in rural areas mainly based onlow level algorithms. The intermediate results after this step can then serve toguide road extraction in urban and forest areas. To enable the reasoning in objectspace (i.e., to use information about the scene in meters and not in pixels), theroad extraction is done in an orthophoto. This gives enough information in mostcases, since roads are planar objects. According to the considerations explainedabove, not only images at original resolution but also images at reduced resolutionare used. A segmentation of the image into di�erent context regions is achieved bytexture analysis in the image of reduced resolution. In a �rst step, roadsides areextracted using a multi-resolution approach, which integrates edge extraction in ahigh resolution image and line extraction in a low resolution image (Sect. 3.1). Ina second step, road objects, like road-parts, road-segments, and intersections, areconstructed from the roadsides (Sect. 3.2). The road objects have attributes andmethods to enable a more sophisticated examination of reasons for gaps betweenroad-parts and road-segments. The role of context information for road extractionis shown in Section 4. 8



3.1 Extraction of RoadsidesLow Resolution: Lines \Low resolution" in this context means that roads areonly a few pixels wide and appear as bright or dark lines. Therefore, the resolutionconsidered as \low" depends on the width of the roads in the imagery. If the roadwidth varies widely in an image, e.g., between 4m (path) and 30m (highway), morethan one \low resolution" level, e.g., one for paths and normal roads and one forhighways, would be needed.

a) b)Fig. 6: a) Image at low resolution. b) Hypotheses for road axes at low resolution.Figure 6a) shows a version of reduced, i.e., low resolution of an image. The groundresolution is 2m. Bright lines are extracted with an approach based on di�erentialgeometrical properties of the image function. Points which have a vanishing gradientand a high curvature in the direction perpendicular to the line are considered as linepoints and linked to contours. The contours are approximated by polygons whichare hypotheses for road axes (cf. Fig. 6b).High Resolution: Edges At high resolution roads are modeled as bright homoge-neous areas bordered by parallel edges. Edges are extracted from the original imageand approximated by polygons. The polygons are grouped into relations of pairsof parallels, and the area enclosed by the parallels is examined. The result of thisprocess are hypotheses for roadsides at the high resolution level. Details are givenin (Steger et al. 1995).Fusion of Low and High Resolution As motivated in Section 2.1, the resultsshould be fused, to make optimal use of the advantages of both resolution levels.Input for fusion are hypotheses for road axes from low resolution (cf. Sect. 3.1),hypotheses for roadsides from high resolution, and the original edge polygons. The9



basic strategy is to select the results of both levels supporting each other. Hypothesesfor roadsides which enclose a homogeneous area and have a hypothesis for a roadaxis in-between serve as initial hypotheses. Further roadsides are extracted graduallyaccording to several rules. Figure 7a) shows the input to fusion. The �nal roadsidehypotheses are presented in Figure 7b).

a) b)Fig. 7: a) Input to the fusion process: hypotheses for road axes (dashed, black), hy-potheses for roadsides (solid, white) and other edges (dotted, white). b) Final roadsidehypotheses.3.2 Extraction of Semantic ObjectsThe results obtained in the last section can be regarded as mid-level segmentationresults. This means, that even if they look like roads in Figure 7b), they have notbeen extracted so far; candidates for roadsides have been found. In order to facilitatefurther processing, semantically meaningful objects with rich attributes have to begenerated.As shown in Figure 2, the road network consists of intersections and road-links andcan therefore be regarded as a graph. However, it is rarely possible to extract a singleconnected road-link between two intersections because of occlusions and other prob-lems. Therefore, the concept road-segment is used to describe a single, connectedpiece of road detectable in the image. At low resolution this concept correspondsdirectly to the bright lines extracted by the method described in Section 3.1. Athigh resolution a road-segment can be described by its enclosing polygon. However,it is quite di�cult to generate this polygon directly in a topologically correct way.Therefore, road-parts are introduced as intermediate concepts. They have a simplegeometric description, namely the minimal quadrilateral built by two parallel and10



overlapping roadsides. Road-segments can then simply be created by aggregatingadjacent road-parts. Similarly, at low resolutions intersections are junctions of morethan two lines. Conversely, at high resolution they are regions described by theirenclosing polygon.Extraction of road-parts: The �rst step to generate the di�erent types of roadobjects is to generate road-parts from the results obtained in Section 3.1. This isdone by splitting the parallels into non-overlapping quadrilaterals by projecting eachpoint of the left and right parallel polygons perpendicularly onto the other polygon.Each road-part is described by the four points of the quadrilateral. Furthermore,there are functions in the corresponding class to calculate the center axis of eachroad-part, and to convert the road-part into a region in the image. The latter pointfacilitates the selective extraction of features on the road-part, e.g., road markings.Figure 8a) shows the extracted road-parts.

a) b)Fig. 8: a) Road-parts b) Road-segmentsAggregation of road-parts into road-segments: When the road-parts havebeen extracted, it is straightforward to group them into road-segments by collectingall adjacent road-parts. The road-segments inherit much of their attributes andfunctionality from their constituting road-parts, e.g., the abilities to generate theircenter axis, and to be converted into regions. Figure 8b) shows the road-segmentsgenerated from the road-parts in Figure 8a). It is apparent that most of the roads arecorrectly extracted. It can also be seen that sometimes the generation of road-partsfails to cover the entire area between parallels because at some areas no quadrilateralscan be generated, especially in highly curved areas. However, this can easily becorrected. The road-segments thus created can be aggregated into road-links bygrouping processes. As this is context-dependent, it will be described in Section 4.Extraction of intersections. In Figure 2 intersections are areas in the image11



where more than two road-links meet. At low resolution they are points where threeor more lines meet (junctions). At high resolution they are complicated objectsde�ned by their enclosing polygon. Candidates for this polygon are the roadsidesremaining after the above steps which border a road-like region, but are not paral-lel. However, to �nd out which roadsides belong to a particular intersection is nottrivial. For this task information from the low resolution level is used. Hypothesesfor intersections are junctions from the road network graph. Since the line detectorfails to extract junctions under predictable circumstances, the algorithm completesthe graph by adding junctions at places where a line end is very close and almostperpendicular to another line. The lines adjacent to the junction are then exam-ined whether they cross road-segments at high resolution. This procedure yieldsroad-segment candidates for a particular intersection. Since the lines adjacent toa junction can be quite long, and cross several road-segments at high resolution,the closest road-segments on each line are selected as belonging to the intersection.They de�ne a search area for the enclosing polygon of the intersection. Polygons inthis area are then aggregated to the enclosing polygon of the intersection by tracingthem from the end points of the adjacent road-segments, and if necessary, by closinggaps where no roadsides or edges were found. Figure 9a) shows the road-segmentsand the network graph derived from low resolution, while Figure 9b) displays theextracted intersection polygons. As can be seen, this procedure works quite well forthe case of junctions where three road-segments meet. When four or more road-segments form the intersection the procedure has to be slightly modi�ed, since theline extractor will usually extract two closely adjacent junctions of three lines in thiscase. Like road-segments, intersections have a rich set of attributes (e.g., the adja-cent road-segments) and functions (e.g., they can be converted into discrete regionsfor low level processing).4 Role of Context4.1 Context RegionsAs described in Section 2.2, context regions provide additional global informationenabling a more e�cient use of knowledge about roads. To construct the contextregions, available GIS data can be used. As the GIS data can be outdated, it shouldbe compared with information from images, e.g. from a segmentation. If the bordersof GIS regions and the segmented regions do not di�er too much, the GIS bordersare supposed to be correct. Otherwise the borders of context regions are taken fromthe segmentation. In cases where there is no GIS data available, the context regionscan be obtained from the segmentation alone. A segmentation of the aerial imageinto the context regions open rural, forest, and suburb urban area can be achieved bytexture analysis. The texture features which can be used depend on the resolutionof the image. The main textural characteristic of open rural area in low resolutionis homogeneity. Besides edges at the borders of �elds or meadows as well as nextto roads, there is almost no contrast in this context region. On the other hand inforest and suburb urban areas the texture energy is much higher. Therefore, the12



a) b)Fig. 9: a) Road-segments (white), lines (black) and junctions (white points). b) Polygonsof intersection areas (black) and road-segments (white).segmentation of open rural area is not too di�cult using the texture energy derivedfrom images at a resolution of 4m �ltered with masks proposed in (Laws 1980).However, at this resolution a reliable distinction between forest and suburb urbanarea by texture energy alone is not possible and has to be done by other criteriaand/or at higher resolution. A quite simple but e�cient way is thresholding of theoriginal grey-values and application of morphological operations on the results ofthe thresholding. Figure 10 shows results of the segmentation.

a) b) c)Fig. 10: Segmentation at low resolution: a) open rural b) forest c) suburb urban
13



4.2 Road Extraction in open rural AreaTo extract those parts of the road network which are in the open rural context region,all road-parts, road-segments and intersections in open rural area are selected. Thegoal is to close the gaps between the road-segments and to generate road-links, i.e.,long road-segments connecting two intersections. Figure 11 shows an example forthe input data to this step.

a) b)Fig. 11: a) Roadsides b) Road-segmentsIn open rural area there are two main reasons for gaps: First, small gaps caused bythe preceding steps (extraction of roadsides, construction of road-parts, etc.) andsecond, longer gaps caused by local disturbances, like single trees next to the roador branching driveways to the �elds. Gaps of the �rst kind usually do not exceedmore than a few meters, and can be closed if the road-segments are connected by anextracted roadside at one side. Gaps of the second kind can be handled using thecontext sketches occlusion shadow and rural driveway. If a gap can be explained bya context sketch, a road-part is constructed to connect the two road-segments (cf.Fig. 12a).After this step, all road-segments ideally should connect two intersections, i.e., theyare road-links, or they should end at the border of the open rural area or the image.Road-segments with dead ends inside the open rural area have to be checked whetherthey are really roads. To accept such road-segments as road-links, an importantobject like a building has to be close to the dead end.Additional and very strong evidence for a road is gained from the extraction of roadmarkings which appear as weak bright lines in the high resolution image. They arefound using the line extractor described in Section 3.1 (cf. Fig. 12b). Of course,reasonable results are possible only because the line extraction is restricted to the14



a) b)Fig. 12: a) Road-segments after closing gaps of second-kind b) Markingshypothetic road area: Faint markings can only be found using very low thresholds,which would result in a plethora of lines for other parts of the image.4.3 Outlook: Road Extraction in suburb urban and forest AreasFor the extraction of roads in suburb urban and forest areas road-segments of theopen rural area ending at the border to the other context regions can be used asreliable starting points for a road tracking into the suburb urban and forest areas.Hypotheses for paths which connect the starting points are provided by the lineextraction at low resolution. The road network is propagated from the border tothe center of the suburb urban and forest areas. In order to achieve good results,it will be necessary to integrate more context information, especially about highobjects and shadows. This additional information will be employed by means ofcontext sketches.5 SummaryIn this paper a multi-resolution approach for road extraction from aerial imagery ispresented which makes use of local (sketch) and global (region) context information.The road model describes objects of the road network and relations between theseobjects and other objects. More speci�cally, roadsides are extracted by fusing theresults of line extraction at low resolution and edge extraction at high resolution.From the result road-parts, road-segments, and intersections are constructed. Theseroad objects have a clear semantics as well as attributes and methods for furtherreasoning. Integration of context regions restricts possible context sketches (i.e.,relations to background objects) and makes the use of knowledge more e�ective.15
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